Action potential-like responses due to the inward rectifying potassium channel.
This paper describes experiments carried out in the absence of sodium and calcium in the external solution. Frog atrial trabeculae were stimulated in current clamp with the double sucrose gap technique. The voltage responses looked like slow action potentials with a clear threshold. These responses were not suppressed in the presence of EGTA, in the presence of sodium or calcium channel blockers, or when sulfate ions replaced chloride. Guinea pig isolated ventricular myocytes were studied in whole cell clamp mode with a patch pipette. Under current clamp, they displayed also voltage responses with a threshold. These responses were resistant to cadmium (5 mM), and were suppressed by barium (0.5 mM). A negative slope conductance is required to take into account these results. The membrane current in current clamp can be estimated by plotting the response in the phase plane. This analysis shows that on both types of preparations, the current responsible for the negative slope is not time dependent. This current is suppressed by barium. It can be concluded that it is the outward current flowing through the inward rectifying potassium channels. To confirm this hypothesis, data obtained in voltage clamp on the same preparations were introduced into a computer model to predict the response in current clamp. The results were in agreement with the experiments. Similar responses could be recorded and analyzed on skeletal muscle in isotonic potassium solution. These results show that the inward rectifier can induce by itself properties looking like excitability on different preparations. The physiological significance of this effect in normal conditions is discussed.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)